WHITE-LABEL GATEWAY
Cryptocurrency acceptance made easy

Industry Pioneer
World’s 1st blockchain White Label solution provider
Niko Technologies (NT) is a pioneer and exemplar in the ﬁelds of ﬁnance and
payment processing. The company develops, rolls out, and provides support
to unique FinTech solutions eliminating the diﬀerence between traditional
and decentralized currencies.
To get a successful online/oﬄine business, you don’t need to look any
further. NT will help you to get started in a short time by oﬀering a suite of
white-label platform solution that can be easily customized to meet your
needs. Skip burdens of software development and support; focus on your
marketing campaign and client acquisition instead.

Game-Changing Solutions
Among the industries that are slow in adopting promising technologies, the banking & payment processing takes one of the
leading positions. The reason is, the vast industry is overregulated and dominated by a handful of companies processing
billions of transactions a month.
We at Niko Technologies have developed a suite of cloud-based white-label platform solutions aimed to change the game
and make your ﬁnancial life easy. Each WL solution comes with a ready-made infrastructure that allows you to get the most
of your new business by customizing our products in accordance with your needs and commercial vision.
The infrastructure consists of the following components:
Continuous software development;

Legal support & compliance;

Advanced banking services;

24/7 live customer support;

Technical and marketing support;

CRM access for user insights and analysis.

Niko Technologies White-Label Gateway
Seize the opportunity to become a cryptoprocessor and enter a brand-new, young crypto
acceptance market that is free of competitors and full of promising opportunities within just a
few weeks.
Niko Technologies White-Label Gateway is a unique C2B solution that empowers merchants to
accept crypto payments on a website or at a PoS and get quick settlements either in crypto or
ﬁat via SEPA & SWIFT wire transfers. Our ready-to-deploy gateway allows your merchants to
integrate crypto and ﬁat payments into 99% e-commerce platforms via an API or a set of prebuilt
tools. What is more, we make it possible for merchants to accept crypto payments in retail just
as easy as regular payments by using our app that turns any smart mobile device into a PoS. A
unique automated system makes it extra easy to receive payments in Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin
Cash, and Litecoin and get settled in the preferred assets with no need to know much about
crypto and blockchain.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fully-brandable payment platform
Back oﬃce for greater control
No volatility, fraud and chargeback risks
Extra earnings on crypto-ﬁat exchanges
EU IBAN issuance
Brandable app that turns any smart mobile device into a POS
Easy integration via an API or a set of pre-built tools
Referral program trackable via a dashboard
Fast settlements in crypto and ﬁat (instant / 24 hours)
Web app for convenient access

White-Label E-Commerce Acceptance
Niko Technologies Gateway can be easily integrated into any website’s CMS via a user-friendly API or a set of
pre-built tools for e-commerce platforms.
We’ve done our best to make the setup process as smooth as possible so that your merchants could integrate
the gateway without hiring extra hands.

Our pre-built e-commerce tools:

White-Label Retail Acceptance
Niko Technologies developed a revolutionary iOS/Android app allowing
your merchants to turn any smart mobile device into a full-ﬂedged PoS
and accept multi-currency crypto payments in cafes, restaurants, and
retail stores without spending money on expensive PoS hardware.
Based on cutting-edge NFC and blockchain technologies, the Niko-Tech
Retail PoS app aims to drastically boost brick-and-mortar businesses
eﬃciency while providing the optimum user experience.
●

Easy setup and customization

●

Contactless payments

●

Advanced fund safety

●

Fast payment processing

●

Transaction volume tracking for shops and cashiers

●

Convenient user interface

●

Cross-platform compatibility

Merchant Back Oﬃce
For a comprehensive payment experience, WL Gateway
comes with an agile back oﬃce to streamline all
business-related processes and optimize service delivery.
Using one master account, merchants can set up and track
multiple websites and PoSs as well as send and receive email
invoices to accept payments without an existing website.
This simpliﬁes management tasks and allows for better control
over a business.

Fully-Brandable Platform
Niko Technologies White-Label Gateway is a fully-brandable platform
that can be personalized as per your branding preferences and
requirements.
Our in-house team of professional designers and illustrators
customizes every aspect of your business by developing slick,
attention-grabbing design concepts that boost brand recognition,
visibility, and engagement.

We oﬀer:
●

Customizable back oﬃce & widget designs

●

Brandable virtual terminal page

●

Brandable API documentation

●

Brandable email notiﬁcations

●

Brandable email invoices with QR code

Single Payment Ecosystem
All our solutions are a part of a single payment ecosystem
bringing a variety of advantages such as enhanced payment
processing speed, better protection, and no-fee transfers.
When developing Niko Technologies White-Label Gateway, we’ve
considered a possibility of interconnecting it with NT Wallet to
bring more beneﬁts to end-users. Therefore, all payments made
via NT Wallet are instant and charge-free.
●

Lighting-fast payments within the network for the
wallet owners

●

Better protection for funds/data processed within the
network

●

No-fee transfers

Retail Acceptance Feature Comparison Table
Unlike credit cards payments, crypto payments are settled within a short period of time and can’t be charged back. With the
retail market constantly evolving, the number of businesses willing to adopt cryptocurrency as a method of payment has
been steadily increasing. The retail market of today promises huge opportunities both for merchants and their clients.
However, we’ve managed to ﬁnd only one platform that allows merchants to accept cryptocurrency in retail.

NT WL package

Bitpay

Supported coins

4

2

Personalized PoS

Yes

No

24/7 live support

Yes

No

Multiple cashiers

Yes

Yes

Instant payments

Yes

No

Back oﬃce

Yes

Yes

Major Players Market Volume (Retail)
Daily, monthly, and annual major players average retail crypto acceptance volume in Euro

Bitpay

Daily

Monthly

Annually

€ 10,700

€ 280,000

€ 3,400,000

Feature Comparison Table
Niko Technologies allows you to build business that stands out in the marketplace and brings maximum value to
merchants and their customers.

NT WL
package

Coinbase
Commerce

Coingate

Utrust

Bitpay

(ex. elegro)
White-label service

Yes

No

No

No

No

Funds storage in ﬁat

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

24/7 live support

Yes

No

No

No

No

E-commerce plugins

Yes

Yes

Partially

No

Partially

Global coverage

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Fast withdrawals

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partially

Yes

Instant payments

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Referral program

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Automatic refunds

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Major Players Market Volume (E-commerce)
Daily, monthly, and annual major players average e-commerce crypto acceptance volume in
Euro

Daily

Monthly

Annually

Coinbase Commerce

€ 280,000

€ 3,200,000

€ 45,000,000

Coingate

€ 153,000

€ 4,600,000

€ 68,000,000

Utrust

€ 110,000

€ 1,250,000

€ 22,500,000

Bitpay

€ 1,400,000

€ 68,000,000

€ 790,100,000

Expand your ﬁnancial horizon
with blockchain white-label payment solutions

T: + 372 880 79 04

E: info@niko-technologies.com

A: Roosikrantsi street 2, Downtown,
Tallinn, Harju county, 10119, Estonia

